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In each of the questions given below, a sentence is given 

which is divided into four parts A, B, C and D. These 

four parts may or may not be in their correct position. The 

sentence is then followed by options with the correct 

combination of parts that should replace each other in 

order to make the sentence grammatically and 

contextually correct. Find the correct combination of 

parts that replace each other. If the sentence is correct as 

it is, select ‘5’ as your option.



The Sri Lankan Navy that had reduced (A) fearing they 

could be carriers of COVID-19, (B) the arrests of 

allegedly poaching Indian fishermen, (C) resumed its 

raids in the sea on Monday(D).

1. B-C

2. C-D

3. A-B and C-D

4. A-D and B-C

5. The sentence is correct



In the country is being neglected (A) the erosion of academic 

freedom, which is the real  problem plaguing the educational 

system (B) on weighing the pros and cons of New Educational 

Policy,(C) ) as the academic community is focused (D)

1. A-B

2. A-C

3. A-D and B-C

4. A-C and B-D

5. The sentence is correct



Old age homes have undergone a serious metamorphosis and 

have become (A) by focusing  on improving the quality of 

facilities provided like healthcare, nutritious diet and community  

togetherness, (B) more like a senior citizen home, (C) making 

them more acceptable and less  stigmatic than before (D).

1. A-C

2. B-D

3. B-C

4. A-B and C-D

5. The sentence is correct



As the sole indicator of what is likely to happen, (A) 

policymakers need not take public  opinion (B) especially 

in periods of uncertainty (C) but it is important to 

acknowledge public fears and reassure people, (D).

1. A-B

2. A-C

3. A-B and C-D

4. A-D and B-C

5. The sentence is correct



In the following question, a sentence / a part of sentence 

is underlined. Below are given alternatives to the 

underlined part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement 

is required, choose "No Improvement" option. 



From time immemorial, spiritual seeker have wrestling 

in gain control over the mind that is necessary for 

realisation, but which easily resists human efforts to 

tame it.

1. seeker has wrestled in

2. seeker has wrestling in

3. seekers have wrestled to

4. seekers do wrestling in

5. None of these



Each one has figuring out what is action, or inaction and 

wrong action and should never give up one’s duties on 

any ground.

1. has to figure

2. has figure out

3. has figured out

4. has to figure out

5. None of these



A spiritual aspiring has for imbibing the truth that God 

alone can occupy one’s heart.

1. Aspiring has to imbibing

2. Aspirant has to imbibe

3. Anspirer has to imbibe

4. Aspirer has imbibing

5. None of these



A major section of Gita teaching deals with the dual role of 

an individual that makes his responsibility for him duties to 

the world around him as well as to those he owes himself.

1. him responsible to his duties

2. his responsible for his duties

3. him responsibility for duties

4. his responsibility to his duties

5. None of these



In the following sentences, there are two blanks. Find out 

the appropriate words for filling up the blanks:



An assessment of China that cannot balance the 

spectacular growth of the past four decades against 

equally ___________missteps is bound to produce a 

simplistic view of the past and lead to solutions that 

will only __________deep structural problems in India.

1. providential, enumerate

2. fortuitous, develop

3. devastating, generate

4. alarming, overlap

5. None of these



Employees spend an _________________large amount 

of their time in their workplace. This is alarmingly 

comparable to situations in ______________or prisons 

where only about 20% of one’s day is spent outdoors.

1. entrenched, acquitance

2. fortifying, assistance

3. abruptly, intern

4. overwhelmingly, detentions

5. None of these



The private developers setting up thermal power plants 

took ___________advantage of the situation and forced 

the state power utilities to sign long term power purchase 

agreements with ___________generation clause.

1. undue, deemed

2. necessary, remorsing

3. orbitant, appraising

4. prejudiced, regarding

5. None of these



An idiom is used in three sentences. You need to choose the 

right option that covers the correct usage amongst these three 

sentences.



Sitting duck

A.  On lazy Sunday mornings, I feel like a sitting duck.

B.  My family went to see the movie but I was a sitting duck 

at home.

C.  After my mistakes were discovered, I was a sitting duck 

for my manager to scold me.

1. Only A

2. Only B

3. Only C

4. A & C

5. B & C



Two cents

A.  I feel the RRC bill should not be passed. Just my two cents!

B. I only have two cents to spare for my job.

C. There are only two cents left in my level of determination.

1. Only A

2. Only B

3. A & B

4. A & C

5. B & C



Pushing up daisies

A.  Let us push up daisies before it gets too late.

B.  You’ll be pushing up daisies by the time driverless 

cars hit the road.

C.  My car is pushing up daisies as there was another 

vehicle in front of it.

1. Only A

2. Only B

3. A & B

4. A & C

5. B & C
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